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Journal Du Dehors
An enchanting celebration of life's small pleasures, this little book captures the French
imagination and art of living a good life. Each chapter features a small pleasure that is
both uniquely Gallic and universal. From the smell of apples maturing in a cellar to the
gentle whir of a bicycle dynamo at dusk to turning the pages of a newspaper over
breakfast, to the joy of a snowstorm inside a paperweight . . . Recounted with a lively,
innocent curiosity about the little things that make life worthwhile, this is an
unforgettable, absorbing read to be savoured at length by everyone looking to create
more peace and joy in their lives.
In 1963, Annie Ernaux, 23 and unattached, realizes she is pregnant. Shame arises in
her like a plague: Understanding that her pregnancy will mark her and her family as
social failures, she knows she cannot keep that child. This is the story, written forty
years later, of a trauma Ernaux never overcame. In a France where abortion was
illegal, she attempted, in vain, to self-administer the abortion with a knitting needle.
Fearful and desperate, she finally located an abortionist, and ends up in a hospital
emergency ward where she nearly dies. In Happening, Ernaux sifts through her
memories and her journal entries dating from those days. Clearly, cleanly, she gleans
the meanings of her experience.
This text provides an analysis of Annie Ernaux's individual texts. It engages in a series
of provocative close readings of her works to highlight the contradictions and nuances
in her writing, demonstrating the intellectual intricacies of her work.
This volume is the first study of the diary in French writing across the twentieth century,
as a genre which includes both fictional and non-fictional works. From the 1880s it
became apparent to writers in France that their diariesa supposedly private form of
writing would probably come to be published, strongly affecting the way their readers
viewed their other published works, and their very persona as an author. More than any
other, Andre Gide embraced the literary potential of the diary: the first part of this book
follows his experimentation with the diary in the fictional works Les Cahiers d'Andre
Walter (1891) and Paludes (1895), in his diary of the composition of his great novel, Le
Journal des faux-monnayeurs (1926), and in his monumental Journal 1889-1939
(1939). The second part follows developments in diary-writing after the Second World
War, inflected by radical changes in attitudes towards the writing subject. Raymond
Queneau's works published under the pseudonym of Sally Mara (1947-1962) used the
diary playfully at a time when the writing subject was condemned by the literary avantgarde. Roland Barthes's experiments with the diary (1977-1979) took it to the extremes
of its formal possibilities, at the point of a return of the writing subject. Annie Ernaux's
published diaries (1993-2011) demonstrate the role of the diary in the modern field of
life-writing. Throughout the century, the diary has repeatedly been used to construct an
oeuvre and author, but also to call these fundamental literary concepts into question.
Ce petit livre de "choses vues", cette mosaïque de courtes notations recueillies au
hasard, au jour le jour aboutit à ce que Françoise Giroud décrit comme des
"ethnotextes", donc très localisés dans la banlieue parisienne.
En 1988, une banque américaine a invité Sophie Calle à réaliser un projet in situ. Elle
se procure des enregistrements de personnes filmées à leur insu, effectuant des
opérations aux distributeurs automatiques de l'établissement et veut trouver une idée
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pour accompagner ces visages. Quinze ans plus tard, l'artiste retrace l'histoire de cette
recherche, et les raisons de son échec.
A Frozen Woman charts Ernaux's teenage awakening, and then the parallel
progression of her desire to be desirable and her ambition to fulfill herself in her chosen
profession - with the inevitable conflict between the two. And then she is thirty years
old, a teacher married to an executive, mother of two infant sons. She looks after their
nice apartment, raises her children. And yet, like millions of other women, she has felt
her enthusiasm and curiosity, her strength and her happiness, slowly ebb under the
weight of her daily routine. The very condition that everyone around her seems to
consider normal and admirable for a woman is killing her. While each of Ernaux's books
contain an autobiographical element, A Frozen Woman, one of Ernaux's early works,
concentrates the spotlight piercingly on Annie herself. Mixing affection, rage and
bitterness, A Frozen Woman shows us Ernaux's developing art when she still relied on
traditional narrative, before the shortened form emerged that has since become her
trademark.
The diary as a genre is found in all literate societies, and these autobiographical
accounts are written by persons of all ranks and positions. The Diary offers an
exploration of the form in its social, historical, and cultural-literary contexts with its own
distinctive features, poetics, and rhetoric. The contributors to this volume examine
theories and interpretations relating to writing and studying diaries; the formation of
diary canons in the United Kingdom, France, United States, and Brazil; and the ways in
which handwritten diaries are transformed through processes of publication and
digitization. The authors also explore different diary formats, including the travel diary,
the private diary, conflict diaries written during periods of crisis, and the diaries of the
digital era, such as blogs. The Diary offers a comprehensive overview of the genre,
synthesizing decades of interdisciplinary study to enrich our understanding of, research
about, and engagement with the diary as literary form and historical documentation.
A New York Times Notable Book Annie Ernaux's father died exactly two months after
she passed her practical examination for a teaching certificate. Barely educated and
valued since childhood strictly for his labor, Ernaux's father had grown into a hard,
practical man who showed his family little affection. Narrating his slow ascent towards
material comfort, Ernaux's cold observation reveals the shame that haunted her father
throughout his life. She scrutinizes the importance he attributed to manners and
language that came so unnaturally to him as he struggled to provide for his family with
a grocery store and cafe in rural France. Over the course of the book, Ernaux grows up
to become the uncompromising observer now familiar to the world, while her father
matures into old age with a staid appreciation for life as it is and for a daughter he
cautiously, even reluctantly admires. A Man's Place is the companion book to her
critically acclaimed memoir about her mother, A Woman's Story.
This definitive portrait of American diplomacy reveals how the concept of the West
drove twentieth-century foreign policy, how it fell from favor, and why it is worth saving.
Throughout the twentieth century, many Americans saw themselves as part of Western
civilization, and Western ideals of liberty and self-government guided American
diplomacy. But today, other ideas fill this role: on one side, a technocratic "liberal
international order," and on the other, the illiberal nationalism of "America First." In The
Abandonment of the West, historian Michael Kimmage shows how the West became
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the dominant idea in US foreign policy in the first half of the twentieth century -- and
how that consensus has unraveled. We must revive the West, he argues, to counter
authoritarian challenges from Russia and China. This is an urgent portrait of modern
America's complicated origins, its emergence as a superpower, and the crossroads at
which it now stands.
In The Art of Distances, Corina Stan identifies an insistent preoccupation with
interpersonal distance in a strand of twentieth-century European and Anglophone
literature that includes the work of George Orwell, Paul Morand, Elias Canetti, Iris
Murdoch, Walter Benjamin, Annie Ernaux, Günter Grass, and Damon Galgut.
Specifically, Stan shows that these authors all engage in philosophical meditations, in
the realm of literary writing, on the ethical question of how to live with others and how to
find an ideal interpersonal distance at historical moments when there are no obviously
agreed-upon social norms for ethical behavior. Bringing these authors into dialogue
with philosophers such as Michel de Montaigne, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Friedrich
Nietzsche, Sigmund Freud, Helmuth Plessner, Martin Heidegger, Jean-Luc Nancy,
Emmanuel Levinas, Peter Sloterdijk, Guillaume le Blanc, and Pierre Zaoui, Stan shows
how the question of the right interpersonal distance became a fundamental one for the
literary authors under consideration and explores what forms and genres they proposed
in order to convey the complexity of this question. Albeit unknowingly, she suggests,
they are engaged in fleshing out what Roland Barthes called “a science, or perhaps an
art, of distances.”
“Annie Ernaux’s work,” wrote Richard Bernstein in the New York Times, “represents a
severely pared-down Proustianism, a testament to the persistent, haunting and
melancholy quality of memory.” In the New York Times Book Review, Kathryn Harrison
concurred: “Keen language and unwavering focus allow her to penetrate deep, to
reveal pulses of love, desire, remorse.” In this “journal” Ernaux turns her penetrating
focus on those points in life where the everyday and the extraordinary intersect, where
“things seen” reflect a private life meeting the larger world. From the war crimes
tribunal in Bosnia to social issues such as poverty and AIDS; from the state of Iraq to
the world’s contrasting reactions to Princess Diana’s death and the starkly brutal
political murders that occurred at the same time; from a tear-gas attack on the subway
to minute interactions with a clerk in a store: Ernaux’s thought-provoking observations
map the world’s fleeting and lasting impressions on the shape of inner life.
Originally published in 1898, From a Faraway Land, here translated into English for the
first time by Brian Stableford, is one of the quintessential collections of Symbolist short
fiction, by Remy de Gourmont, one of France's greatest writers. With their sophisticated
understatement, and hybridization of the narrative techniques and strategies developed
by the suppliers of newspaper fiction with those of Baudelairean prose poetry, these
stories employ symbolism in its most extreme form, that of allegory, and are
unquestionably among the author's most refined accomplishments.
In this noted anthology, the poet Adonis evokes the wisdom of Whitman’s Leaves of
Grass (which he liberally excerpts and remolds), the modernism of William Carlos
Williams, and the haunting urban imagery of Baudelaire, Cavafy, and Lorca. Three long
poems allow him to explore profoundly the human condition, by examining language
and love, race and favor, faith and dogma, war and ruin. In the lyrical "This Is My Name
" and "Introduction to the History of the Petty Kings, " Adonis ponders Arab defeat and
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defeatism. In "A Grave for New York, " he focuses on Vietnam-era America. Originally
published in 1970 to widespread acclaim, the collection has been reprinted often but
has never before appeared in English. Enhanced by Shawkat M. Toorawa’s bilingual
edition of the Arabic and English on facing pages, an afterword, and assisted by a
critical bibliography of Adonis’s works, this book is a crucial reference for all students
and scholars of modern and Middle Eastern poetry and culture. Noted Syrian
intellectual Nasser Rabbat offers a compelling foreword.

Health-Care Solutions from a Distant Shore Health care in the United States and
other nations is on a collision course with patient needs and economic reality. For
more than a decade, leading thinkers, including Michael Porter and Clayton
Christensen, have argued passionately for value-based health-care reform:
replacing delivery based on volume and fee-for-service with competition based
on value, as measured by patient outcomes per dollar spent. Though still a pipe
dream here in the United States, this kind of value-based competition is already a
reality--in India. Facing a giant population of poor, underserved people and a
severe shortage of skills and capacity, some resourceful private enterprises have
found a way to deliver high-quality health care, at ultra-low prices, to all patients
who need it. This book shows how the innovations developed by these Indian
exemplars are already being practiced by some far-sighted US
providers--reversing the typical flow of innovation in the world. Govindarajan and
Ramamurti, experts in the phenomenon of reverse innovation, reveal four
pathways being used by health-care organizations in the United States to apply
Indian-style principles to attack the exorbitant costs, uneven quality, and
incomplete access to health care. With rich stories and detailed accounts of
medical professionals who are putting these ideas into practice, this book shows
how value-based delivery can be made to work in the United States. This "bottomup" change doesn't require a grand plan out of Washington, DC, agreement
between entrenched political parties, or coordination among all players in the
health-care system. It needs entrepreneurs with innovative ideas about delivering
value to patients. Reverse innovation has worked in other industries. We need it
now in health care.
Jacques Reda leads us through the arrondissements and suburbs of Paris and
beyond in a journey that moves to the rhythm of walking, of trains, of the hopeful
tempo of upbeat jazz. This is the first translation of Reda's prose into English.
"Meditative and lyrical, ironic and elegant" -- Scotland on Sunday "His book is an
elliptical tribute to Paris, but something more -- a thank-you for being briefly a
spectator in an abundant world" -- Architect's Journal
Traversing Paris is an analysis of the travel writing of Annie Ernaux, Franois
Maspero and Jean Rolin and the photography of Anaik Frantz. The book
examines the writing practices of three French writers working in the closing
decades of the twentieth century in Paris. The aim is to discover whether travel
writing, a practice chosen by all three, belongs to a specific discourse which suits
the writing practice of the authors in their treatment of the contemporary urban
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space of Paris. The five chapters follow the stages of a journey drawing on
theoretical and critical approaches by McIlvanney, Thomas, Giard, Sheringham,
Barthes, Foucault, Burton, Forsdick, Scott and de Certeau, and the work
concludes with a framework for further research in travel writing practices. The
key author under study is Annie Ernaux, and Mansfield's Traversing Paris
provides a major contribution to the study of her journal writing, examining in
detail her 1993 book, Journal du dehors and her subsequent work in 2000 La Vie
extrieure.
"Why do photographs interest writers, especially autobiographical writers? Ever
since their invention, photographs have featured - as metaphors, as absent
inspirations, and latterly as actual objects - in written texts. In autobiographical
texts, their presence has raised particularly acute questions about the rivalry
between these two media, their relationship to the 'real', and the nature of the
constructed self. In this timely study, based on the most recent developments in
the fields of photography theory, self-writing and photo-biography, Akane
Kawakami offers an intriguing narrative which runs from texts containing
metaphorical photographs through ekphrastic works to phototexts. Her choice of
Marcel Proust, Herve Guibert, Annie Ernaux and Gerard Mace provides unusual
readings of works seldom considered in this context, and teases out surprising
similarities between unexpected conjunctions. Akane Kawakami is a Senior
Lecturer in French and francophone literature at Birkbeck University of London."
Entre-Textes introduces advanced students of French to the richness of the
Francophone world through literature from the Middle Ages to the 21st century.
The course anthology is divided into fourteen modules, each of which pairs a
classical text with a modern one. Students are guided to read works from
different periods of time and cultural origin and consider how these echo,
complement or question each other. Through comparing and contrasting the
texts, students will develop a new approach to reading literature while
simultaneously reinforcing linguistic and cultural competencies. Suitable for
advanced students of French and featuring texts from across the Frenchspeaking world, Entre-Textes is an innovative course anthology with a flexible
structure and versatile methodology.
On the sun-drenched island of Haiti in the 1970s, under the shadow of “Baby
Doc” Duvalier’s notorious regime, locals eke out an existence as servants,
bartenders and panderers to the white elite. Fanfan, Charlie, and Legba, aware
of the draw of their adolescent, black bodies, seduce rich, middle-aged white
tourists looking for respite from their colourless jobs and marriages. These
“relationships” mirror the power struggle inherent in all transactions in Port-auPrince’s seedy back streets. Heading South takes us into the world of artists,
rappers, Voodoo priests, hotel owners, uptight Parisian journalists and partnerswapping Haitian lovers, all desperately trying to balance happiness with survival.
Made into an award-winning film starring Charlotte Rampling, this provocative
novel, translated for the first time into English, explores the lines between sexual
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liberation and exploitation, artistic freedom and appropriation, independence and
colonialism.
"Few books on European history in recent memory have caused such
controversy and commotion," wrote Robert Wohl in 1991 in a major review of
Neither Right nor Left. Listed by Le Monde as one of the forty most important
books published in France during the 1980s, this explosive work asserts that
fascism was an important part of the mainstream of European history, not just a
temporary development in Germany and Italy but a significant aspect of French
culture as well. Neither right nor left, fascism united antibourgeois, antiliberal
nationalism, and revolutionary syndicalist thought, each of which joined in
reflecting the political culture inherited from eighteenth-century France. From the
first, Sternhell's argument generated strong feelings among people who wished
to forget the Vichy years, and his themes drew enormous public attention in
1994, as Paul Touvier was condemned for crimes against humanity and a new
biography probed President Mitterand's Vichy connections. The author's new
preface speaks to the debates of 1994 and reinforces the necessity of
acknowledging the past, as President Chirac has recently done on France's
behalf.
This book finds its origin partly in the International Colloquium on French and Francophone
Literature in the 1990's at Dalhousie University, September 1998. number of the papers, since
reworked, take their place here alongside other studies subsequently invited. They form a
broad and varyingly focused set of cogent and pertinent appraisals of very recent French, and
francophone, poetic practice and its shifting, becoming conceptual underpinnings.
Washington Post Top Memoir of 1999 An extraordinary evocation of a grown daughter’s
attachment to her mother, and of both women’s strength and resiliency. "I Remain in
Darkness" recounts Annie’s attempts first to help her mother recover from Alzheimer’s
disease, and then, when that proves futile, to bear witness to the older woman’s gradual
decline and her own experience as a daughter losing a beloved parent. "I Remain in Darkness"
is a new high water mark for Ernaux, surging with raw emotional power and her sublime ability
to use language to apprehend her own life’s particular music.
Virginia Woolf had a lively sense of place and delighted in `lighting accidentally. . . upon
scenes which would have gone on, have always gone on, will go on, unrecorded, save for this
chance glimpse. Following Virginia's footprints from her beloved Sussex and Cornwall to
wartime London, Italy and the Riviera to Greek mountains and the wilds of Spain, Jan Morris
intersperses swift verbal sketches of a Greek peasant wedding, a fenland sky, an elderly
spinster in a hotel dining room in Italy, or Bognor pier in the rain with her own brief, telling
comments on both writer and subject.
Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time? Fortunately, there’s Schaum’s.
More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum’s to help them succeed in the classroom
and on exams. Schaum’s is the key to faster learning and higher grades in every subject.
Each Outline presents all the essential course information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic
format. You also get hundreds of examples, sovled problems, and practice exercises to test
your skills. This Schaum’s Outline gives you: •Hundreds of practice problems with step-bystep solutions to reinforce knowledge•New appendix on punctuation•Support for all major
textbooks for courses in French Grammar•Access to revised Schaums.com website with
access to over 100 online audio recordings and more. Schaum’s reinforces the main concepts
required in your course and offers hundreds of practice questions to help you suceed. Use
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Schaum’s to shorten your study time-and get your best test scores! Schaum’s Outlines –
Problem solved.
Cleaned Out tells the story of Denise Lesur, a 20-year-old woman suffering the after-effects of
a back-alley abortion. Alone in her college dorm room, Denise attempts to understand how her
suffocating middle-class upbringing has brought her to such an awful present. Ernaux, one of
France's most important contemporary writers, daringly breaks with formal French literary
tradition in this moving novel about abortion, growing up, and coming to terms with one's
childhood.
Maurice Blanchot's writings have played a critical role in the development of 20th-century
French thought, but the implicit tension in this role has rarely been addressed directly. Reading
Blanchot involves understanding how literature can have an effect on philosophy, to the extent
of putting philosophy itself in question by exposing a different and literary mode of thought.
However, as this mode is to be found most substantially in the peculiar density of his fictional
writings, rather than in his theoretical or critical works, the demand on readers to grasp its
implications for thought is rendered more difficult. Blanchot and the Outside of Literature
provides a detailed and far-reaching explication of how Blanchot's works changed in the
postwar period during which he arrived at this complex and distinctive form of writing.
This volume is the first study of the diary in French writing across the twentieth century, as a
genre which includes both fictional and non-fictional works. From the 1880s it became
apparent to writers in France that their diaries—a supposedly private form of writing —would
probably come to be published, strongly affecting the way their readers viewed their other
published works, and their very persona as an author. More than any other, André Gide
embraced the literary potential of the diary: the first part of this book follows his
experimentation with the diary in the fictional works Les Cahiers d'André Walter (1891) and
Paludes (1895), in his diary of the composition of his great novel, Le Journal des fauxmonnayeurs (1926), and in his monumental Journal 1889-1939 (1939). The second part
follows developments in diary-writing after the Second World War, inflected by radical changes
in attitudes towards the writing subject. Raymond Queneau's works published under the
pseudonym of Sally Mara (1947-1962) used the diary playfully at a time when the writing
subject was condemned by the literary avant-garde. Roland Barthes's experiments with the
diary (1977-1979) took it to the extremes of its formal possibilities, at the point of a return of the
writing subject. Annie Ernaux's published diaries (1993-2011) demonstrate the role of the diary
in the modern field of life-writing. Throughout the century, the diary has repeatedly been used
to construct an oeuvre and author, but also to call these fundamental literary concepts into
question.
This series of bibliographical references is one of the most important tools for research in
modern and contemporary French literature. No other bibliography represents the scholarly
activities and publications of these fields as completely.
Like Neale Donald Walsch in "Conversations with God", Kamal gives us, in his poetic style, a
rare opportunity to get a glimpse of a seeker's experience through these personal diary pages
in his dialogue with The One. We witness his deep love and compassion for humanity and his
honesty and devotion to the divine. Kamal is a master in seeing the divine in even the tiniest
thing. This reminds us, that all is sacred and all have. a purpose in life. He shows us that
wherever we are, we are in the right place at the right time, blessed by All That Is for whatever
we are doing and whoever we think we are. Each time I read Kamals words I’m deeply
touched by the truth and the sincere love that these words contain and it brings forth the tears
from being overwhelmed by the connection to the divine love that it provides. Erik Istrup
Provides the most complete listing available of books, articles, and book reviews concerned
with French literature since 1885. The bibliography is divided into three major divisions:
general studies, author subjects (arranged alphabetically), and cinema. This book is for the
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study of French literature and culture.
This study combines psycho-social and literary perspectives to investigate the
interdependency of shame and desire in Annie Ernaux's writing, arguing that shame implies
desire and desire vulnerability to shame, and that the interplay between the two generates the
energy for personal growth and creative endeavour.
Another masterpiece of remembering from Annie Ernaux, the Man Booker International
Prize–shortlisted author of The Years. In A Girl’s Story, Annie Ernaux revisits the season fifty
years earlier when she found herself overpowered by another’s will and desire. In the summer
of 1958, eighteen-year-old Ernaux submits her will to a man’s, and then he moves on, leaving
her without a “master,” bereft. Now, fifty years later, she realizes she can obliterate the
intervening years and return to consider this young woman that she wanted to forget
completely. And to discover that here, submerged in shame, humiliation, and betrayal, but also
in self-discovery and self-reliance, lies the origin of her writing life.
Taking the form of random journal entries over seven years, Exteriors captures the feeling of
contemporary living on the outskirts of Paris. Poignantly lyrical, chaotic, and strangely alive.
Provides the listing of books, articles, and book reviews concerned with French literature since
1885. This is a reference source in the study of modern French literature and culture. It
contains nearly 8,800 entries.
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